
Checklist

Customer instruction
Safety equipment put on1

Batteries have enough power2

Safety briefing carried out3

Driving instructions given4

Information given in case of a fall4

Information about end of ride given5

Riders must avoid collisions and drive carefully at all times.

Riders must adapt their speed to local conditions.

Make sure riders are in a stable position and are holding on tight. Riders can be thrown off if
there is unexpected acceleration or aggressive riding.

Do not accelerate when a person is coming on board or is in the rear area of   the board.

Do not jump over wakes or waves as this may cause injuries to the back and neck area.

Driving is only permitted within the permitted area.

A suggested approach is to begin the ride on your knees and gradually rise while keeping the
RC rope tight.

If the customer falls into the water, the kill switch will detach from the board and the board
will automatically switch to standby mode (blue LED).

3 minutes before the end of the ride, the RC will emit a signal in the form of a vibration so
that the customer knows that it is now time to return to the rental company. After the ride
package has expired, the customer can only drive at walking pace.

The board is controlled and moved by shifting your body weight.

After the fall, the rider must get back on the board and put the kill switch in position.

The acceleration trigger must be dosed carefully.

In order to corner, the driver's weight must be shifted significantly outwards.

After successfully placing the kill switch, the battery needs to be switched on again.

To make an emergency stop, you must completely take your finger off the accelerator.

This can be achieved by pressing the power button for 3 seconds (21,22,23). The LED
changes from blue to green and the board is ready to ride again.

The ideal standing position on the board has to be explained.

If you press it for too long, the board will turn off. The button must then be pressed twice for
3 seconds. First to blue LED and then from blue to green LED. The remote control must
then be pressed 4 times. The RC is connected when LED of RC lights up green.



Checklist

Daily maintenance

The board is checked for damage1

The board is checked for damage1

Board rinsed and cleaned with fresh water1

The hull is completely inflated2

The battery status is checked2

Battery rinsed with fresh water2

The batteries (RC and board) are charged

The water has been drained

Batteries charged for the next day

Boards safely stored overnight

3

3

3

4

The jet drive is flushed with fresh water4

When replacing the battery, the contacts
were rinsed with fresh water

5

The board has been roughly rinsed6

Before the first ride

After every ride

After the last ride


